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HAWAII'S STATE MEDICAL USE ARGUMENT 

 

 

The State Medical Use Argument proposes that Hawaii's Medical Use of Cannabis 

Program does not violate federal law.  This is based upon the finding that the medical 

use of cannabis in Hawaii is currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United 

States, which means that the federal scheduling of marijuana, and the criminal penalties 

associated with the illegal use of marijuana as a Schedule I controlled substance, do not 

apply to the medical use of cannabis in Hawaii. 

 

The federal scheduling of marijuana does not apply to the medical use of cannabis in 

Hawaii because: 

 

Point #1 

 

The federal Controlled Substances Act (CSA) says that a substance cannot be in 

federal Schedule I if it has "currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United 

States".  (See 21 U.S.C. 812. Schedules of Controlled Substances, (b) Placement on 

schedules; findings required, (1) Schedule I, (B) The drug or other substance has no 

currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United States.) 

 

Point #2 

 

The courts have acknowledged that Congress never defined the term "currently 

accepted medical use", which leaves it to the states to determine what constitutes 

accepted medical use in their state.  (See ACT v. DEA, 930 F.2d 936,936 (D.C. Cir. 

1991): Neither the statute nor its legislative history precisely defines the term "currently 

accepted medical use".) 

 

Point #3 

 

The courts have acknowledged that having medical use in just one state is sufficient for 

there to be medical use in the United States. (See Grinspoon v. DEA, 828 F.2d 

881,886 (1st Cir. 1987): Congress did not intend "accepted medical use in treatment in 

the United States" to require a finding of recognized medical use in every state.) 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/21cfr/21usc/812.htm
https://law.justia.com/cases/federal/appellate-courts/F2/930/936/151647/
https://law.justia.com/cases/federal/appellate-courts/F2/930/936/151647/
https://openjurist.org/828/f2d/881/grinspoon-v-drug-enforcement-administration
https://openjurist.org/828/f2d/881/grinspoon-v-drug-enforcement-administration
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Point #4 

 

The Supreme Court has acknowledged that the decision making authority to accept the 

medical use of controlled substances is reserved to the states.  (See Gonzales v. 

Oregon (2006): The Attorney General has rulemaking power to fulfill his duties under 

the CSA. The specific respects in which he is authorized to make rules, however, 

instruct us that he is not authorized to make a rule declaring illegitimate a medical 

standard of care and treatment of patients that is specifically authorized under state 

law.) 

  

Point #5 

 

The State of Hawaii exercised its authority to accept the medical use of a controlled 

substance when it enacted Hawaii's Medical Use of Cannabis Act in 2000, and created 

a state-regulated medical use of cannabis program. (See Hawaii's Uniform Controlled 

Substances Act, HRS 329, Part IX. Medical Use of Cannabis.) 

 

Point #6 

 

Federal preemption is not relevant to the medical use of cannabis in Hawaii because 

there is no direct conflict between state and federal law when it comes to the state-

accepted medical use of a Schedule I controlled substance.  State law says that 

cannabis has accepted medical use, and federal law says that a substance cannot be in 

Schedule I if it has accepted medical use. 

 

Point #7 

 

The federal regulation that still has marijuana listed as a Schedule I controlled 

substance does not preempt a determination of accepted medical use under state law, 

especially when the application of this regulation to the state-accepted medical use of 

cannabis is invalidated by federal law.  (See 21 CFR 1308.11 Schedule I. (d) 

Hallucinogenic substances. (23) Marihuana and (31) Tetrahydrocannabinols.) 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/html/04-623.ZS.html
https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/html/04-623.ZS.html
https://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/hrscurrent/Vol06_Ch0321-0344/HRS0329/HRS_0329-0121.htm
https://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/21cfr/cfr/1308/1308_11.htm

